As revealed by CLUSTER observations, thin current sheets in the magnetotail may strongly differ from the conventional Harris profile due to the effects of embedding and bifurcation. At the same time, they often have no signatures of collisionless magnetic reconnection. A universal phenomenon involving such atypical current sheets, which is connected but not identical to reconnection, is the formation of plasma bubbles. We present a self-consistent kinetic model of plasma bubbles based on a 2D generalization of earlier atypical current sheet models that also takes into account the south-then-north sense of B z perturbations typical for earthward traveling compression regions and fast flows in the central plasma sheet. The new model predicts that the dominant structural element of bubbles is a region of the local reduction of the cross-tail current provided by the current bifurcation effect.
Introduction
One of the most exciting findings of the CLUSTER mission is the discovery that the tail current sheet may often be as thin as a few thermal ion gyroradii in the lobe magnetic field, and that its profile across the neutral plane differs from the classical one [Harris, 1962] . It can be either embedded into a thicker plasma sheet or bifurcated [Runov et al., 2006, and refs. therein] . Earlier single-spacecraft observations of such atypical current sheets might be alternatively interpreted as either dynamical effects or as signatures of magnetic reconnection; CLUSTER observations showed that often neither was the case.
Particularly puzzling were missing signatures of reconnection, such as fast plasma flows and a quadrupolar dawn-dusk magnetic field. Having been recently confirmed by a statistical analysis [Asano et al., 2005] , these findings pose the question: What is the generic phenomenon involving current sheet embedding and bifurcation that is also distinct from reconnection? One possible explanation is flux tubes with a reduced specific entropy known as plasma bubbles, which arise in the tail after the creation and quick tailward retreat of small plasmoids [Sitnov et al, 2005] . The theory shows, that bubble formation does not necessarily involve a reduction of the plasma pressure. This result is consistent with observations of bursty bulk flows (BBFs) [Angelopoulos et al., 1992] , which are often interpreted as manifestations of the plasma bubble dynamics.
In this Letter we describe another major step in modeling thin current sheets and bubbles. The bubble formation results from a burst of reconnection in the tail, which is a non-MHD process. However, the original bubble formation model [Sitnov et al., 2005] was limited to the magnetostatic description, and embedded and bifurcated sheets appeared in X -4 SITNOV ET AL.: CURRENT SHEETS AND PLASMA BUBBLES the model as singularities with infinite current density and missing force balance along the tail at the neutral plane. Meanwhile, recently a number of kinetic models of embedded and bifurcated sheets have been proposed [Sitnov et al., 2003; Birn et al., 2004] . An attempt to describe atypical current sheets corresponding to pressure-depleted bubbles was made by Birn et al. [2004] . However, the equilibrium available in a 1D version of their model could not persist as a fully self-consistent 2D solution within the closed field line region of the stretched plasma sheet. Here we propose another solution, based on our earlier kinetic model of atypical current sheets [Sitnov et al., 2003] , and a modification of the bubble formation model [Sitnov et al., 2005] , which takes into account the south-then-north (SN) sense of the GSM B z magnetic field component inferred from the statistics of earthward flows [Ohtani et al., 2004; Slavin et al., 2005] .
Magnetostatic Description
The magnetostatic description of bubbles is based on a result from the theory of forced magnetic reconnection [Kulsrud and Hahm, 1982] that the same boundary perturbation of a magnetic field reversal results in two different self-consistent solutions of the GradShafranov equation (hereafter G-S), one with changes of magnetic field topology and another containing discontinuities. That result was used to study the formation of singularly thin current sheets driven by a boundary perturbation of the initially tearing-stable reversal with B z = 0, and a transition from that state to the second state containing magnetic islands in place of the current singularities. not only thin but also long, much longer than the tearing wavelength, to overcome the stabilizing effect of trapped electrons [Sitnov et al., 2002] . The next state with a plasmoid is unstable with respect to ballooning-interchange modes [Wu et al., 1998 ] that lead to the plasmoid's tailward escape. The final state with thin current sheets, which arise in place of the plasmoid, is tearing-stable because the "mini-tail" associated with these sheets is relatively short. Its structure can be found as a discontinuous solution of the G-S equation for plasmoid-like boundary perturbations. The flux tubes anchored by these thin current sheets have a reduced specific entropy (compared to the tubes that enveloped the plasmoid) characteristic of plasma bubbles [Sitnov et al., 2005] .
Many observations of BBFs [Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Sergeev et al., 1992; Nakamura et al., 2004] suggest that plasma bubbles may be a good model for these earthward flows that dominate transport in the tail and have a distinct SN sense of B z variations both inside the central plasma sheet [Ohtani et al., 2004] and outside it [Slavin et al., 2005] . To model this let us consider a perturbation of the equilibrium vector potential A 0 (x, z) = log {cosh [F (x) z] /F (x)}, with F (x) = exp (−εx) and ε << 1, suggested by Lembege and Pellat [1982] as a tail model and based on an approximate solution of the 2D G-S equation
(we normalize here spatial scales by the current sheet halfthickness L, and the magnetic field by its asymptotic value B 0 in the limit x = 0 and z → −∞). Similar to [Sitnov et al., 2005] , the perturbation is given at the boundary z = 1 and localized near the point x = x 0 . However now it has a form which is more appropriate for modeling the SN-sense B z variations, namely 
where a does not, thereby preserving the topology, in agreement with observations [Sergeev et al., 1992; Ohtani et al., 2004] .
As seen from the bottom panel in Figure 1 , the set of singular currents is dominated by the negative current −I y , which "bifurcates" the non-perturbed current of the Lembege- Pellat equilibrium (the latter current is negative in the adopted coordinate system). If this current reduction is localized along the y-direction, the reduction area will acquire a positive charge on its dawn side and a negative charge on the dusk side. The resulting enhanced electric field E y will then provide the buoyancy effect due to the fast E y × B z drift of the bubble plasma toward the Earth. In the original bubble theory [Chen and Wolf, 1993] the current reduction was explained by the plasma pressure depletion. In contrast, as shown in Figure 2 , the reduction of the specific entropy log(pV γ ) in our . Note also that, as is seen from Figure 2 (inset), the absolute value of the negative gradients of the specific entropy ∂(pV γ )/∂A for bubbles is strongly reduced compared to the preceding state of the tail containing the plasmoid (solid and dashed lines), suggesting that the bubble itself is less interchange-unstable than the preceding plasmoid state (see [Wu et al., 1998 ] for more detail and references on the stability criteria).
2D Vlasov Model
The specific sequence of embedded and bifurcated sheets obtained in the magnetostatic bubble model can be used as a starting point for its kinetic description. Embedding and bifurcation can be provided by plasma anisotropy [Cowley, 1978] and their kinetic X -8 SITNOV ET AL.: CURRENT SHEETS AND PLASMA BUBBLES description can be made with a modification of the Harris distribution for the ions [Sitnov et al., 2003] . The distribution has the form
in which the original (Harris) integrals of motion, the total particle energy W i and the dawn-dusk component of the canonical momentum P yi = m i v y + (q i /c) A, are supplemented by the sheet invariant I v Di and ω 0i are the bulk flow velocity in the Harris limit and the ion gyrofrequency in the field B 0 outside the sheet.
To provide variation of η i along the tail axis while keeping the distribution an invariant of the Vlasov equation we make η i a function of the dawn-dusk momentum η i = η i (P yi ) and note that on scales larger than the current sheet thickness and the ion gyroradius in the lobe field η i (P yi ) ∼ = η i (A) ∼ = η i (A 0 (x)), where A 0 = A(x, 0). Then the required sequence of atypical current sheets can be provided by the following anisotropy profile
where A 1|z=1 is given by (1) and δη is a constant value that determines the maximum anisotropy of the model.
When the dependence on x is small, the solution of the 2D G-S and quasi-neutrality equations can be obtained in the form z = z(A(x, z) − A(x, 0)) by integrating over the z-variable locally in x [Schindler, 1972] 
, where the asymptotic field B 0 is determined from the equation
and β 0 is the eigenfunction of the corresponding 1D G-S equation for a given anisotropy parameter η i [Sitnov et al., 2003 ]. We will also use the dimensionless coordinates ξ = 
where a is the dimensionless vector potential
The shape of the local profiles b (a, η i ) and the values of the parameter β 0 (η i ) in (6) are determined from the model [Sitnov et al., 2003, equations (7)- (12)] for a given value of the plasma anisotropy outside the sheet η i . In turn, the ξ-dependence of the anisotropy parameter η i is determined by equation (4). The resulting 2D structure of a plasma bubble for the global parameters ε k = 0.1,
25, and m i /m e = 1836 is shown in Figure 3 . As is seen from this figure, when scanned from left to right far from the neutral plane z = 0, the bubble manifests itself by the SN changes of the B z field. At the same time, in contrast to plasmoids, these changes are provided by the current bifurcation rather then by a change of the magnetic field topology. Moreover, the changes of the B x and B z components are similar to the field variations during the nightside flux transfer events (NFTE) [Sergeev et al., 2005 , Fig. 10 ], while the whole 2D picture of magnetic field lines in our model (Figure 3 , bottom panel) strongly resembles the original NFTE structure proposed by Sergeev et al. [1992] .
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Closer investigation shows however that the new kinetic model of plasma bubbles is still not fully perfect. The comparison of the conventional isotropic force balance term f 1 = b z j y − ∂p/∂x with the anisotropy contribution f 2 = n(η i − 1)j y /(8πb z ) at the equatorial plane z = 0 [Cowley, 1978] (here plasma density n, current density j y and pressure gradient ∂p/∂x are normalized by n 0 , B
⊥0i , respectively) is displayed in the second panel in Figure 3 . It shows that while the current enhancement at ξ < ξ 1 ≈ 47.7
is well balanced by the ion inertia arising due to the increased parallel ion temperature, this is not the case for the region of the current bifurcation (ξ > ξ 1 ), possibly, because the mechanism of "negative" inertia does not exist. However, the missing balance at ξ > ξ 1 can be restored if one assumes an increase of the equatorial field B z in that region (its profile along the X-axis is a free function in the asymptotic theory [Schindler, 1972] ). This correction, calculated as δb z = 8π The new kinetic bubble model also remains quasi-static and two-dimentional. It can only describe young bubbles that have just been formed after a burst of reconnection or steadily moving bubbles in the moving frame of reference. However, as shown by Rosenbluth and Longmire [1957] , even such a simplified description allows one to estimate the maximum propagation speed of bubbles v max if their extension in the dawn-dusk direction L y is known. It can be estimated as the speed of the E y × B z convection with the field E y strong enough to generate the field-aligned currents, whose formation stops its further increase, eE y L y ≈ mv 2 T α or v max = v T e ρ ze /L y , where ρ ze is the electron gyroradius in the equatorial field B z . For the magnetotail parameters L y ∼ 15000 km [Nakamura et al., 2004] , v T e = 30000 km/sec and ρ ze = 200 km this gives the estimate v max ∼ 400 km/sec, which is consistent with observations.
Discussion and conclusion
Many observations suggest that BBFs have the properties of plasma bubbles. Plasma bubbles/BBFs must be closely related to magnetic reconnection. However, they cannot be signatures of the reconnection itself in its active phase. As was emphasized by Angelopoulos et al. [1992] "the plasma sheet retains its integrity during the BBF event". It is tempting to relate BBFs to earthward moving flux ropes, and some earthward TCRs are indeed related to them [Slavin et al., 2003] . However, the statistics of similar B z variations in the central plasma sheet [Ohtani et al., 2004] shows no change of sign in B z component for earthward flows, in contrast to tailward flows and TCRs (the effect first observed in [Lui et al., 1977] ). Our new model of plasma bubbles describes the aforementioned features and suggests another more consistent relation between bubbles, BBFs, X -12 SITNOV ET AL.: CURRENT SHEETS AND PLASMA BUBBLES and reconnection in the tail. It describes the bubble as a "seam" in the body of the tail plasma, which appears after the formation and tailward retreat of a small plasmoid.
It suggests that bubbles should have their own distinctive properties, complementary to those of plasmoids, just like holes complement electrons in semiconductors. These distinctive properties, which are determined in plasmoids by X-and O-lines, are controlled in bubbles by thin atypical current sheets. In contrast to changes of the global parameter pV γ , which is hard to assess (note that V is the flux tube per unit flux, distinct from the local inverse plasma density n −1 , with which it is often confused), changes of the current sheet structure can be successfully discerned, as has been convincingly demonstrated by CLUSTER measurements. 
